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Proper Prioritizing Prevents
Project Panic 

Learn how to prioritize all the tasks you are asked to perform, all
while keeping track of the most important — completing projects
on time and within budget. 
Tell me if this sounds familiar: An impossibly long task list, little time to get it done, new
requests pouring in daily and management wants everything done immediately. We’ve all
been there. But, the reality is that if you keep saying, “YES!” to everyone, you’ll eventually
fall behind and lose credibility, which isn’t good for your career.
 
So, the question really becomes: How can you prioritize your workload so you work on the
right tasks now, hold non-critical tasks back, and know which tasks to politely decline? In
this edition of the CAD Manager’s Newsletter I'll share some of the methods I use to
prioritize workloads in hopes that you’ll find them useful as well. Here goes.
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Deadlines are Everything
The first thing to realize is that what you really manage isn’t CAD or BIM, but deadlines.
 
Some CAD managers say they manage software, plotters, users, and training, but the
only reason you’re paid to do so is so projects can be completed, right? And, since
projects have deadlines, we must manage everything in a way that helps the company
meet those deadlines. Don't believe me? Have a CAD failure cause a project delay and
see what happens.
 
A trick I use to keep deadlines in perspective is to sort all my tasks in the context of how
they support project execution and deadlines. By sorting in this manner, I can immediately
filter between tasks that are necessary, those with lower priority, and those that would be
nice to do but aren’t critical. I then think about each task in terms of when it must be done
and how much effort it will take me to complete it. Once you think about tasking in this
way, priorities are much easier define and your work schedule starts to sort itself out.
 
 
Collecting the Data
Before you can prioritize tasks, you have to collect the task data and keep track of it over
time. The method I use is to write everything down in a spiral notebook while I’m walking
around the office, and then input the tasks into my trusty spreadsheet (more on that later)
when I get back to a desk. I typically go through this process a couple times a day — more
if needed. Whenever anyone makes a request, I job it down and ask myself a few follow-
up questions which I record the answers to. The questions to ask are:
 
Does a project depend on the completion of this task? If yes, what project and when
is the deadline for it? If no, when would the work realistically need to be completed?
 
What data do we have to support the work? Are there example files, specs, project
standards, or other information that will help you figure out the magnitude of the problem
so you can estimate the hours to complete the work?
 
If not project-related, what is the justification for this task? Is it simply something you
would like to have, is it something a manager has requested, is it something for marketing
or sales, or is it development for future projects? Be sure to find out who is the
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requesting/responsible party that will coordinate the work with you, so you can get more
details as needed.
 
 
Populate Your Spreadsheet
Now, input all the information into your spreadsheet being sure to note key  information
fields for deadlines, task hours, responsible parties, etc. Think through all the parameters
you need to track, but the most important are the project deadlines which will allow you to
easily sort using dates. If you don’t have enough information to fill in a basic spreadsheet
like this, then you’re simply guessing at the correct prioritization of your tasks. To be clear,
guessing will only lead to failure down the road.
 
Don’t forget to add administrative tasks such as preparing budgets, employee reviews,
and other time-sensitive tasks in your scheduling spreadsheet as well. These are
important and must be prioritized — it’s simply the reality of being a manager.
 
Full disclosure: It does take a while to become disciplined about asking for the information
you need and keeping your spreadsheet up-to-date, but I promise you that if you input the
data, the spreadsheet will do its magic for you.
 
Keep reading to download Robert Green's prioritization spreadsheet to help you get
started! Plus, how to use this tool to communicate with upper management to help them
understand your department's workload.  Read More >>

Tools & Resources

Tradeshow: 3DEXPERIENCE World 2022
Virtual Only, Free, 6–9 February 2022
Dassault Systèmes SOLIDWORKS event is now completely online due to the
continued COVID-19 pandemic. Read more >>
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Tradeshow: HxGN LIVE Global
Las Vegas, Nevada, 20–23 June 2022
The programme at HxGN LIVE Global 2022 is tailored around seven summits to
help you learn how to put your data to work. Join for a tailored, hybrid event
experience to discuss, debate, and encounter the autonomous future. Read more
>>

Lockheed Martin Aeronautics adopts Siemens’ Xcelerator
Lockheed Martin’s Aeronautics business is using Siemens’ Xcelerator portfolio of
software and services to support its digital engineering transformation. The
Xcelerator portfolio helps companies of all sizes create and leverage digital twins
that provide organizations with new insights, opportunities and levels of automation
to drive innovation, according to the company.  Read more >>
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Case Study: BricsCAD: Connecting 2D and 3D at Mazda
BricsCAD helps Mazda expand their global vehicle production facilities by enabling
a smooth transition from 2D to 3D design workflows.  Read more >>

What's New From Our Sponsors

Sponsored:
How are ZWSOFT’s CAD/CAM Solutions Used in the Automotive Industry?
Find out the differences between CAD/CAM and how ZW3D solutions are used in
the automotive industry.  Read more >>

DraftSight Insights: Lynn Allen Shows You How to Easily Create (and Update)
Multilines in DraftSight!
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Draftsight’s Richline command makes it easy to create and update multilines. 
By Lynn Allen   Watch the video >>

What's New at Cadalyst

Herrera on Hardware:
Intel’s Alder Lake Ushers in a New, Unified Era in CPU Architecture
The 12th Generation Core brand processors based on Alder Lake are launching in
CAD-capable platforms now. By Alex Herrera 
Read more >>

Viewpoint:
Unique Real-World Ways CAD Printers are Being Used
How wide-format technical printers can benefit a variety of applications.
By Jacob Hardin  Read more >>

Viewpoint: Case Study — Synchronize Your Construction Components 
Bentley’s SYNCHRO helps company complete a complex project with an aggressive
timeline. By Marion Bouillin  Read more >>

Free Resources
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White Paper
Implementing Generative Design for AEC
Cadalyst and Z by HP joined forces to write this white paper on generative design for
AEC. Find out how you can get your design firm bought into this technology, what
hardware you require, and how to secure funding for any upgrades you may need. 

DOWNLOAD NOW

Ebook
Cadalyst's Fab Freebies for
CAD Users 2021
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"Why buy it if you can get it for free!"
 
The editors of Cadalyst, with help from our contributing editors and readers who are in the
CAD trenches day in and day out, have updated everyone's favorite guide to helpful tools
and resources that don't cost a cent. The latest edition of the “Fabulous Freebies for CAD
Users” guide has something for everyone, including unit converters, file and text utilities,
PDF converters, BIM tools, CAD management tools, and more!  

DOWNLOAD NOW
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